
ARTIST (FREELANCE)

Design, develop, and deliver art pieces to clients 

according to specifications 

Produce stylized and realistic photo drawings

BIO,

I am a self-taught freelance artist, passionate about realistic pencil drawing. I have 

started drawing since my childhood and started practicing realism since 2018 

I love creating my drawings with out missing tiny details and feel of the picture

Possess a strong sense of artistry and forward-thinking that is consistently displayed 

across all art pieces. 

REALISTIC PORTRAIT DRAWINGS by,

LAVANYA
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Realistic portrait of Kajal

Agarwal

This beautiful portraits took 

me more than 30 hrs to 

complete

Size: A3 

Material used:

Paper: Brustro Ultra Smooth

Pencils: Staedtler mars black,

Staedtler blue, Camlin 

charcoal pencils, 

Eraser: Tombow mono zero, 

Kneeded eraser

Highlights: Fabre-castel, 

White gel pen 
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Realistic portrait of Mahanati

Savithri

This was my first realistic 

portrait drawing ever, it took 

60hrs to complete, it received 

overwhelming response from 

the audience

Size: A4

Material used:

Pencils: Apsara charcoal 

pencils, Fabre-castel graphite 

pencils, Stedtler black water 

color pencil

Eraser: Kneeded eraser

Highlights:, White gel pen 
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Realistic portrait of a client

This was an order received 

from a client to present to his 

sister, time taken 30hrs

Size: A3 

Material used:

Paper: Brustro Ultra Smooth

Pencils: Staedtler mars black,

Staedtler blue, Camlin 

charcoal pencils, 

Eraser: Tombow mono zero, 

Kneeded eraser

Highlights: Fabre-castel, 

White gel pen 



Graphite 

Charcoal 

drawings
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Realistic eye drawing with color pencils

Medium: Stedtler water color pencils
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Mixed media drawing (Vijay 

Devarakonda)

This intense look of vijay had 

made inspired me to draw, it 

took me around 16hrs

Size: A3 

Material used:

Pencils: Apsara charcoal 

pencils, Prismacolor color 

pencils

Eraser: Tombow mono zero, 

Kneeded eraser

Highlights: Fabre-castel, 

White gel pen 
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Color pencil portrait of my 

cousin

This beautiful portraits took 

me more than 20 hrs to 

complete

Size: A4 

Paper: Strathmore toned tan 

paper 

Pencils: Prismacolor scholar 

colored pencils
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Color pencil portrait of my 

friend

This beautiful portraits took 

me more than 30 hrs to 

complete

Size: A4

Pencils: Prismacolor Premier 

colored pencils

Highlights: Fabre-castel, 

White gel pen 
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Color pencil portrait of a 

client

This beautiful portraits took 

me more than 30 hrs to 

complete

Size: A4

Pencils: Prismacolor Premier 

colored pencils, Stedtler

water color pencils

Highlights: Fabre-castel, 

White gel pen 
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Color pencil portrait of a 

client

This was my first ever colored 

portrait 

This beautiful portraits took 

me more than 25 hrs to 

complete

Size: A4

Pencils: Prismacolor Scholar 

colored pencils, Stedtler

water color pencils

Highlights: Fabre-castel, 

White gel pen 



Medium: 

graphite pencils, 

charcoal pencils
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Medium: 

Color pencil sketches



Facebook :  https://www.facebook.com/Realisticportraitdrawings/

Instagram          :  @realistic_portraits_by_lavanya

Pin interest        :  Pencil sketch portraits

Website             : realisticdrawingideas.wordpress.com

Twitter               :  @Lavanya44662998

Gmail                :   realisticdrawings030@gmail.com, 

s.lavanya333@gmail.com, 

Phone Number :  +91-7892346488

+91-9620331277
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